Lilliana Hernandez
Portfolio
I’m Lilliana Hernandez and I’m a student at Akins High School. I’ve always loved
anime, cartoons, and video games, but I love web-comics now more than
anything. I love to draw and create. I’ve wanted to become a professional
illustrator or maybe a free-lance animator, but recently, I’ve wanted to start my
own web-comic. I love computers, code, and drawing; I want to double major in
Computer Science and Digital Media in college.

1. Background Lesson One

Here, I made a background for my Butterfly animation. I worked to use colors that
complement each other, and look natural, but I have a hard time with color
scheme. I’ve used black outline for the clouds, and fill them with a plain white
color. The dark blue are more mountains in the distance, the green hills are the
main terrain of the background. The clouds will move.

2. Characters Lesson Two

Here, I created characters or “objects” that I animated. I created these to go with
my background. A butterfly, an explosion, and a lightning bolt. The butterfly on
the left is pre-lighting struck, and the butterfly on the right is post-lighting struck.
The butterfly will eventually explode.

3. Butterfly Animation

https://youtu.be/jd_0uiPRHbk
Here, I put together my animation and sounds in Premiere to make my video.

4. Magix

https://youtu.be/V6g9esShL-I
Here, I put together different sounds(drums, guitar, bass, etc.) to create
something similar to a musical piece.

5. Hand Drawn Ball Bounce Animation

https://youtu.be/jubTJ0qNOnA
I made a small gif of a bouncing ball using pencil, paper, and Premiere.
I drew thirty balls on a paper, each slightly different, to give it the allusion that the
ball is bouncing across the paper.

6. My Animation Test One

https://youtu.be/UdA6ygzLmlg
I made a Flash Animation as my Independent Project.

7. T-Shirt Contest

I made a t-shirt design for my New Tech Academy T-Shirt contest. I made it using
flash and my mind.
It’s a mother board, with emphasis on the circuits.

8. Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/v_zsNr-qOzQ
I made a drum animation using traditional media (paper and pencils). I drew this
to practice a flip motion with more than timing and spacing speeds.

9. Script One
Falling
By
Lilliana Hernandez
INT: DANCE STUDIO, A GIRL 1 TWIRLS WHILE GIRL 2 IS IN BACKGROUND. THERE ARE NON
DESCRIPT FIGURES AROUND.
GIRL 1
[spinning around she is happy to be dancing, but is spinning closer and closer to GIRL 2]
THE “CAMERA” ZOOMS INTO GIRL 2
GIRL 2
[is unsuspecting]
GIRL 1
[crashes into GIRL 2]
BOTH GIRLS HAVE FALLEN, SCENE IS NOW BOTH GIRLS ON THE FLOOR ONTOP OF EACH OTHER.
GIRL 2
[is only surprised]
GIRL 1
[looking troubled, and scared, very apologetic]
THE TWO GIRLS SIT UP, NOW IN FROMT OF MIRROR, BELOW DANCE BAR
GIRL 1
[sits up, looks at GIRL 2]
GIRL 2
[meets GIRL 1’s eyes]
BOTH GIRLS BLUSH AND SMALL HEART ENLARGES, TAKING OVER THE WHOLE SCENE IN RED.
END

10.Naviance

I used Naviance to pick and document my classes.

11. Storyboard

I made a storyboard for my animation. This goes hand-in-hand with my
Script One.

12. Zombie Animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJ1T3hV4gVI&feature=youtu.be
I made a Halloween Animation using Flash and Premiere. I’ve animated the
background and the zombie and the mask. The Zombie required basic
information about human anatomy. The mask required the same
knowledge.

13. Egg Skirt Animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=for_Q1UvWGk
I made a hand-drawn animation on the study of how cloth follows an object. I
added sound with Premiere.

14. Flemming Video

https://youtu.be/gmHIvtm06mA
I used Premiere to make a video. I used color keying to make the backgrounds of
the animations transparent so that I can overlap them.

15. Flash Bones and Motion Presets.

https://youtu.be/MUrmSZXUAvk
I made an animation in flash using the bones tool with motion presets.
My moving model was a horse, running through a river with a splash.

16. Children’s Book Animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWDABUUoG8E&feature=youtu.be
I made a children’s book animation using Flash. In my animation synopsis is
where Sara accidentally bumps into Jan, another dancer. Falling over, they
apologize, and Jan realizes just how cute Sara is, and offers that they become
friends. Instead of Boy-meets-Girl, it’s Girl-meets-Girl. This depicts that it’s
okay to like the same gender.

17. Game Sketch

I’ve drawn a sketch of a design for a robot in a robot army for a game
developer/designer. The theme he wanted was steampunk/cyber
punk/militia. I tried to keep it simple, because robots being massed
produced would be simple, but strong. There are cogs and wires in his
head. Most of his cogs are under his armor.

18.Demo Real

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afUQJ2beyU0&feature=youtu.be
I used Premiere to make a montage of all my projects I’ve done so far this
year.
19. Double Take

https://youtu.be/im5zEbbtUVg
Practicing perspective and traditional animation, we drew a head turning to
one side then back.

20. Independent Script
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I wrote a script of my newest independent project.

21. Independent Storyboard

It’s about two people finding the light in a dark world, it’s about being
selfless, and it’s about giving up the good in hopes of something great.

22. Characters

I made characters for it.

23. Backgrounds

The backgrounds.
24. Finished Independent Project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qzG2c8KHp4
Here is the final result.

25. Animation Test 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLDVcwZhIjk&feature=youtu.be
For our second Animation Test, I made a short animation for my sister,
who’s birthday is coming up.
26. Certiport Certification

I took the Certiport certification test for Adobe Flash CS6, and passed.
27. Website Portfolio

http://lillianaraquelhern.wix.com/lillianahernandez
I made an online portfolio full of the projects I’ve done this year, and a
way to contact me!

